Introduction
In recent years a number of researchers have been interested in constructing, analyzing, and characterizing unitals embedded in various projective planes. Much of this work has been centered on certain unitals embedded in the (square order) Desarguesian planes, namely the so-called Buekenhout-Metz unitals. In this paper we survey some of the author's work in this area, discuss some unpublished constructions of unitals in the Hughes planes and Hall planes, and pose some open problems. Characterization results will not be emphasized.
Preliminary Results
A unital of order n is any 2 ? (n 3 + 1; n + 1; 1) design. It is well known that unitals are found embedded in any square order Desarguesian projective plane; namely, the absolute points and nonabsolute lines of an Hermitian polarity of PG(2; q 2 ) form a unital H of order n = q, called the classical or Hermitian unital. Moreover, every classical unital is projectively equivalent to one whose point set satis es the equation x q+1 + y q+1 + z q+1 = 0, where 
. If U is any unital of order n embedded in a projective plane of order n 2 (so that the blocks of U are intersections of U with certain lines of ), then a simple counting argument shows that through each point P of U there pass n 2 lines of which meet U in n+1 points each (one of which is P) and hence exactly one line of which meets U only in P. Lines of the former type will be called secant lines, and lines of the latter type will be called tangent lines to U. Thus ) n H are collinear since they must lie on the polar of Q with respect to the associated Hermitian polarity. In general, however, the feet need not be collinear as the unital may not arise from a polarity.
Many nonclassical unitals have now been found. In a computer search A. Brouwer 10, 11] found 154 mutually nonisomorphic unitals of order 3. Only 12 of these were embeddable in a projective plane of order 9: two in the Desarguesian plane, ve in the Hughes plane, two in the Hall plane, two in the dual Hall plane, and one that was embeddable in both the Hall and dual Hall planes. This last example has been generalized by K. Gruning 20] , who constructed a unital of order q for any odd prime power q that is embeddable in both the Hall plane and dual 15] ). In almost all cases the points of these planes are identi ed with the points of PG(2; q 2 ), and it is shown that the points satisfying the equation x q+1 + y q+1 + z q+1 = 0 still constitute a unital in the new incidence structure. The only known unital whose order is not a prime power is one of order 6 found by R. Mathon 23] (see also 5]).
However, the most general construction technique for unitals that has been developed to date is due to F. Buekenhout 14] . To be more precise, he developed two methods. To discuss these techniques we rst use the method of Andr e 2] or Bruck and Bose 12] to model translation planes. In particular let = PG(4; q) denote projective 4-space over the nite eld GF(q), and let H ' PG(3; q) be some speci ed hyperplane of . Let S be a spread of H; that is, S is a collection of q 2 + 1 mutually skew lines of H that necessarily partition the points of H. We then take the points of n H as our \a ne points" and the planes of nH meeting H in a spread line as our \a ne lines". The resulting structure with incidence de ned by inclusion is an a ne translation plane of order q 2 which is at most two-dimensional over its kernel. In fact, any translation plane of order q 2 with GF(q) in its kernel can be modeled this way (see 12], for instance). Moreover, it is well known that the resulting plane is Desarguesian if and only if the spread S is regular (see 13]). The a ne plane can be be completed to a projective plane by adding the spread lines as the \points at in nity" and the spread itself as the \line at in nity." We denote this projective completion by ( ; H; S).
In 14] Buekenhout showed that if U is a classical unital in PG(2; q 2 ) and l = l 1 is any secant line of U, then the corresponding setŨ of points in the Andr e/Bose model above is a nondegenerate quadric of that meets the hyperplane H ' PG(3; q) in a doubly-ruled (hyperbolic) quadric Q. One ruling family of lines in Q will be a regulus contained in the spread S, representing q + 1 points at in nity which lie in U. Similarly, if l = l 1 is any tangent line to the classical unital U in PG(2; q 2 ), then the corresponding setŨ in is a cone over an elliptic quadric with the cone meeting H in a generator line, which is a line of the spread S.
Conversely, and more importantly from a constructive point of view, in the concluding remarks of 14] Buekenhout observes that ifŨ is a nondegenerate quadric in which meets the hyperplane H in a doubly-ruled quadric Q and if one of the reguli ruling this quadric Q is a regulus contained in the spread S of H, thenŨ corresponds to a unital U in the projective plane ( ; H; S) and l 1 is a secant line to U. Similarly, it is observed in 14] that ifŨ is an ovoidal cone in whose vertex lies on a line t of S such thatŨ \ H = t, thenŨ corresponds to a unital U in the projective plane ( ; H; S) and l 1 is a tangent line to U. We call these two constructions of Buekenhout hyperbolic ). This argument is a counting argument that uses only orthogonal cones (cones over elliptic quadrics). Hence throughout this paper the term Buekenhout-Metz unital, or B-M unital for short, will mean a unital embedded in PG(2; q 2 ) obtained from Buekenhout's parabolic construction in the special case when the ovoidal cone is an orthogonal cone. In particular, the classical unital is a B-M unital. Of course, when q is an odd prime power, the only ovoids in PG(3; q) are elliptic quadrics (see 6], for instance), and hence every ovoidal cone in is an orthogonal cone. It is not known if PG(2; q 2 ), q odd, contains any unitals which are not B-M unitals. 3 
Buekenhout-Metz Unitals
Let q = p m > 2 be any prime power. Let (x; y 1 ; y 2 ; z 1 ; z 2 ) denote homogeneous coordinates for = PG(4; q), where x = 0 is the equation for the hyperplane H at in nity. Similarly, let (x; y; z) denote homogeneous coordinates for = PG(2; q is the trace function of GF(q) over GF (2) . To nish our discussion of notation we let 2 q and 2 = q denote the nonzero squares and nonsquares of the sub eld GF(q) when q is odd, and we let C i = fx 2 GF(q) : tr(x) = ig for i = 0; 1 when q is even. We will always make the identi cation that y = y 1 + y 2 and z = z 1 + z 2 when modeling PG(2; q 2 ) in PG(4; q) and using the above homogeneous coordinates. Let a; b 2 GF(q 2 ) and de ne U ab = f(1; y; ay 2 + by q+1 + r) 2 : y 2 GF(q 2 ); r 2 GF(q)g f(0; 0; 1)g. We will typically left normalize our point coordinates for uniqueness of representation. Now (1; y; z) 2 U ab if and only if z ?ay 2 ?by q+1 2 GF(q). Expanding each element of GF(q 2 ) in terms of the basis f1; g over GF(q) and using the above identi cation, we see that the a ne points of U ab correspond to the points of PG(4; q) satisfying the equations x = 1 and xz 2 ? f(y 1 ; y 2 ) = 0, where f is some binary form.
In fact, f is given by f(y 1 ; y 2 ) = (a 2 +b 2 )y , with b 6 2 GF(q), for q even will be referred to as the \dis-criminant" of the unital U ab . In 21] it is shown that every B-M unital is equivalent to one which is represented in PG(4; q) by the orthogonal cone xz 2 +f(y 1 ; y 2 ) = 0, where f is some irreducible binary form. It is also easy to see that given any irreducible binary form f, we can nd some a; b 2 GF(q 2 ) satisfying the \discriminant condition" of Lemma 1 such that U ab is represented by the orthogonal cone xz 2 + f(y 1 ; y 2 ) = 0. Hence we have the following result (see 4, 17] ).
LEMMA 2: Every B-M unital can be expressed as U ab for some a; b 2 GF(q 2 ) which satisfy the discriminant condition of Lemma 1.
As stated in the previous section, the classical unital is a B-M unital. Thus it is interesting to ask which choices for a and b will yield classical unitals. Suppose rst that q is odd. Let a = 0 and choose b 6 2 GF ( 5, where one must remember that q = ? for q odd. Thus U 0b is a classical unital for any b 6 2 GF(q) when q is odd. In fact, it is easily seen that the same result holds for q even (see 21 for any s 6 = 0. Then the cyclic group Z t from Theorem 3 is generated by if q is odd and b 2 GF(q), while Z t is generated by w in all other cases. As a corollary, one can easily determine the action of G on the points of (see 4, 17] for proofs).
COROLLARY: If a 6 = 0, G is transitive on U ab n fP 1 g and l 1 n fP 1 g.
Moreover, G has 1 or 2 orbits on PG(2; q 2 ) n (U ab l 1 ) : it has 2 orbits (of equal size) precisely when q is odd and b 6 2 GF(q). In general one can address the isomorphism question among B-M unitals treated as abstract designs. It is conceivable that the number of isomorphism classes is far less than the number of projective equivalence classes.
This remains an open question. Similarly, one can attempt to nd the full automorphism group of the B-M unitals treated as designs. Although it seems unlikely that this group could be much larger than the inherited collineation group, this too remains open. It should be noted that the collineation group stabilizing a B-M unital inherited from P?L(3; q Moreover, the unitals in the above paragraph are the only B-M unitals which contain conics. It is well known that the classical unital does not contain a conic. If q is even and U ab is a B-M unital containing some oval C, then the q 2 + 1 tangents to U ab at the points of C must also be the tangents to C. Since q is even, these tangents to C must all be concurrent at the knot K. But then we have some point K of n U ab which lies on q It is interesting to note that when U ab is a union of conics, the Sylow psubgroup of the inherited linear collineation group is not only abelian, but in fact elementary abelian (see 19] ). In all other cases, the Sylow p-subgroup is nonabelian. The interplay between the geometry and algebra is quite fascinating. It should also be noted that the unitals in this in nite family (union of conics case) were independently discovered by Baker and Ebert Recall that an O'Nan con guration is a collection of four distinct lines meeting in six distinct points. It was shown by O'Nan in 25] that a classical unital cannot contain such a con guration, and it has long been conjectured that any unital without O'Nan con gurations is necessarily classical. Computer searches have found O'Nan con gurations in nonclassical B-M unitals of small order, although no general construction has been found. It is shown in 4,17] that a B-M unital cannot contain an O'Nan con guration with P 1 as a vertex.
We now turn our attention to dual designs. If U is any unital of order q embedded in a projective plane of order q 2 , one obtains a dual unital U in the dual plane by de ning the points of U to be the tangent lines to U and the blocks of U to be the points of n U. Incidence is given by reverse containment. An embedded unital is called self-dual if it is isomorphic to its dual. In 4, 17] it is shown that every B-M unital is self-dual and hence, in particular, the dual of a B-M unital is a B-M unital. The proof is a simple application of the characterization of the tangent lines to U ab given in the previous section and our previous work on projective equivalence. We state the theorem here for completeness. THEOREM 6: Every B-M unital is self-dual.
Our nal associated con guration may be described in a coordinate-free fashion. In fact, this result holds for any unital U obtained from Bueken-hout's parabolic construction in any translation plane of order q 2 with GF(q) in its kernel. We again model in PG(4; q) as described in Section 2. LetŨ denote an ovoidal cone in PG(4; q) that meets H = PG(3; q) in some spread line t. Let V be the vertex of this cone, and let O denote some \base" ovoid, so that every point onŨ n fV g lies on a unique line joining V to some point of O. Let O \ H = fQg, and hence t = hV; Qi. We now de ne an incidence structure D whose \points" are the points of O n fQg and whose \blocks" are the nontrivial planar sections of O (ovals) which are not incident with Q. Incidence in D is de ned simply by inclusion. Then D is clearly a 2 ? (q 2 ; q + 1; q) design which can be completed to an inversive plane by adding the \point" Q and the \blocks" which are nontrivial planar sections of O through Q.
We now de ne a \projection mapping" on the Buekenhout unital U. Let P 1 denote U \ l 1 , where l 1 is the line at in nity of the translation plane . We then \project" any point of U n fP 1 with GF(q) in its kernel. Let U be a unital embedded in which is obtained from Buekenhout's parabolic construction. Let P 1 = l 1 \ U, where l 1 is the line at in nity for . Then the points of U n fP 1 g and the blocks of U not incident with P 1 may be projected upon a 2 ? (q 2 ; q + 1; q) design in a q-to-1 fashion. Moreover, this 2-design may be completed to an inversive plane.
Other Related Unitals
As mentioned in Section 2, our de nition of B-M unitals implies the use of an orthogonal cone in Buekenhout's parabolic construction. In particular, the unital in PG(2; q 2 ), where q 8 is an odd power of 2, obtained from Buekenhout's parabolic method applied to the cone over a Tits ovoid in PG(4; q) would not be considered a B-M unital. We call such a unital a Buekenhout-Tits unital or B-T unital for short. It is not hard to see that this unital admits a very di erent collineation group than did the B-M unitals of Section 3.
Throughout this section we let q = 2 m , where m > 1 is an odd integer, and we let : GF(q) ! GF(q) via x ! x 2 (m+1)=2
. In particular, . In particular, G
is an abelian group of order q 2 .
We thus see that the collineation group stabilizing a B-T unital is much smaller than that stabilizing a B-M unital. This forces less transitivity. The following result is also found in 18].
COROLLARY: G xes P 1 , has q orbits of size q 2 on U T nfP 1 g, has q orbits of size q on l 1 n fP 1 g, and has q 2 ? q orbits of size q 2 on n (U T l 1 ).
However, the other properties of B-M unitals previously discussed carry over to B-T unitals. For completeness we collect these results here (see 18]). and if l is some tangent line such that the feet of any point R 2 l n U are collinear, then U must be a Buekenhout unital of parabolic type.
We have also seen that a Buekenhout unital of parabolic type naturally has an associated projection mapping. What can be said about an abstract unital U with a special point P such that the point residual of U with respect to P can be \projected" upon the point residual of an egglike inversive plane? Must such a unital of order q be embeddable in a translation plane of order q 2 ? Must it be a Buekenhout unital of parabolic type?
Finally, we reiterate that we now have a plethora of unitals embedded in various square order planes. A fundamental question is to decide which square order planes have unitals embedded in them? Are there any which do not?
